
King of Hell 891 

Chapter 891: Repay You Well 

Now her cultivation had been greatly improved after consuming all the dantians of Zhu Family. She no 

longer had to swallow the raw dantian, but she could use black qi to directly suck the dantian. 

It was just that when facing some people, she preferred to eat the raw dantian, such as Zhu Yiqun. 

Nalan Feixue kicked away the dead bodies and walked slowly in front of Nalan Zhengze. 

Nalan Zhengze was tortured by the crystal stone impurities at this time. He opened his eyes when he 

heard the noise and saw Nalan Feixue standing in front of him. 

There was a sudden burst of blazing light in his eyes. He widened his mouth, making “ah ah” sound. 

His tongue had been cut off, so he couldn’t speak clearly, but it didn’t prevent him from making a 

vaguely excited voice, “Hui Xu (Feixue)... jiu ou (help me)...” 

Nalan Feixue smiled slowly, “Father, what are you talking about? Are you asking me to save you?” 

Nalan Zhengze nodded repeatedly. His eyes were filled with pleading and hope. 

Nalan Feixue reached out and grabbed in the air, and a flying sword flew into her hand. 

She gently danced the flying sword. Under Nalan Zhengze’s gaze full of excitement and expectation, the 

sword struck down. 

Nalan Zhengze thought she was going to untie his rope. 

Who knows, as soon as the sword fell, he felt severe pain in his hands and feet. 

The rope was untied, but his hands and feet were cut off as well. 

“Ahhh—!” Nalan Zhengze screamed harshly, listening to Nalan Feixue’s cold words. 

“My dear father, when I was taken back by Zhu Zhongba, I also asked you for help. I hoped you could 

give me a hand. At that time, how did you respond to me?” 

Nalan Zhengze opened his mouth wide and stared at Nalan Feixue. His eyes were full of disbelief, then 

that disbelief turned into deep resentment, “Ye zha (vile spawn), yi hui ou tian qi e (you will be 

condemned by God)!!!” 

“What is father talking about?” Nalan Feixue raised her brows and sneered, “Oh, I see, father is saying 

that I will be condemned by God, right?” 

Nalan Zhengze nodded his head. The intense pain and the pain of losing his hands and feet made him 

not only despair, but he was also full of hatred toward Nalan Feixue. 

Not to mention Nalan Hexi who was just an illegitimate daughter, Nalan Feixue was his biological 

daughter! As a daughter, she dared to kill her father. How could he not be infuriated!? Especially when 

he was full of hope. 



However, Nalan Zhengze never thought that no father would treat his biological daughter so mercilessly 

too. 

Nalan Feixue laughed and said, “Condemnation? Father doesn’t know? I have fallen into the evil path 

and walked into the abyss of hell. How is there condemnation? The more immoral and injustice I am, the 

more my strength will increase!” 

“Father, I can get what I have today, you have contributed part of it. Tell me how can I repay you? 

Nalan Zhengze’s eyes widened in horror. All the hatred turned into fear and despair, his mouth was 

widened, but he couldn’t say a word anymore. 

A few days later, Nalan Feixue rented a carriage and left Yanjing City. 

In the large carriage, besides herself, there were 2 black round wooden barrels. The round wooden 

barrels were stuffed with Nalan Zhengze and Zhu Zhongba. 

TL: What next? Can she seek revenge against Nalan Yurong with her power now? 

Chapter 892: The Source of Divine Soul Jade 

“We are going to find my dear big sister.” Nalan Feixue retracted her hand, raised the curtains to look at 

the dazzling sunlight outside the window, and slowly said, “When we find the big sister, father and 

husband will have one more partner. Are you guys, happy?” 

The carriage galloped all the way. The wind gently lifted the curtains, and inside was a young woman 

dressed in white. Her face was pale, but her eyes were as dark as the abyss of hell. 

=== 

Hexi quickly let Xiao Chi absorb the Divine Soul Jade given by Immortal Xuan Qing. 

After absorbing Divine Soul Jade, Xiao Chi’s mental state and learning ability had really improved a lot. 

Although he couldn’t speak fluently yet, he could already express simple meanings. Such as eating, 

sleeping, hungry, and thirsty. 

Hexi was delighted. It seemed that Divine Soul Jade was indeed good for Xiao Chi’s disease. 

Nangong Yu used Divine Sense to check Xiao Chi’s 3 spiritual souls and 7 physical souls. 

After a round of exploration, he withdrew Divine Sense and smiled at Hexi, “Although his soul has not 

recovered, the remaining 2 souls are indeed solidified a lot. His mind soul is faintly appearing, so his 

mind can only recover. I believe that with 2 more pieces of Divine Soul Jade, he will be able to recover to 

the mind of a 5 years old.” 

Hexi was overjoyed by Nangong Yu’s words, but then she thought of something and couldn’t help 

looking gloomy. 

“I have sent news from Shengde Hall and Qingxia Sect. Whoever can take out Divine Soul Jade, I will 

provide a large amount of best quality pills as a reward. The news was also posted on the blackmarket, 



but there was no response. It seems that Divine Soul Jade is really scarce, I don’t know where master 

found it.” 

Nangong Yu hugged her and comforted her softly, “Don’t worry, as long as there is still Divine Soul Jade 

in this world, I will find it one day.” 

In fact, Nangong Yu also dispatched all the forces of the King of Hell Mansion in the past 2 days, asking 

them to find Divine Soul Jade. 

But in the end, he didn’t even get a bit of the news of Divine Soul Jade. 

Hexi couldn’t help but said, “Should I ask master where did he get the Divine Soul Jade? If we find at the 

same place, will we find it?” 

Nangong Yu thought for a while, then shook his head, “I guess Immortal Xuan Qing’s Divine Soul Jade 

should have been brought over from the Siam Continent. Otherwise, he should have told you the 

source.” 

Hexi was even more frustrated when she heard this, “Nangong Yu, do you think there is no Divine Soul 

Jade in Miluo Continent?” 

“Probably not.” Nangong Yu shook his head, “I remember I saw it in ancient books. Miluo Continent 

once had a powerful martial artist who used Divine Soul Jade to reside a soul. He even used [Sky Heart 

Tree] as the main ingredient to craft a body for that soul, so that he can be resurrected. Therefore, there 

must be Divine Soul Jade in the Miluo Continent, but it is extremely rare.” 

Seeing Hexi frowning and looking gloomy, Nangong Yu couldn’t help but caress her forehead and 

reprimanded her softly, “Little girl, don’t be upset about other people’s affairs. Your brother is already 

doing very well now. Even if he recovers later, at least he doesn’t have to suffer now. No more frowning, 

en?“ 

Xiao Chi couldn’t help but walked over, grabbed Hexi’s hand, and smiled stupidly, “Sister... smile...” 

TL: Even if Xiao Chi gets the Divine Soul Jade, can he recover completely? He seems to be curse by some 

kind of voodoo right? 

Chapter 893: Foodie Wu Yu 

Ok! Nangong Yu is right. Divine Soul Jade is so rare that it can’t be rushed. 

What’s more, Xiao Chi is not in danger now, even if I find Divine Soul Jade later, it will only make him 

recover his mind later. 

He now lives carefree like a child and be peaceful and joyful under my protection, what’s bad with it? 

However, what surprised Hexi was. 

She had already given up to desperately search for the Divine Soul Jade, but the news actually came 

from Nangong Yu. 

“You said that there is news about the Divine Soul Jade?” Hexi raised her voice slightly. 



Wu Yu bowed very respectfully and said flatteringly, “Reporting to princess, according to the news from 

Wu Nian, there are traces of Divine Soul Jade in the underground market in Yongan City of Tian Gang 

Kingdom.” 

Hexi looked up at Nangong Yu in surprise. Nangong Yu nodded at her, showing a pampering smile, 

“Xi’er, if you want, we will leave for Tian Gang Kingdom in 2 days to confirm the authenticity of the 

news.” 

Hexi only felt sour and sweet in her heart, not knowing whether it was because she was touched or 

happy. 

She reached out and took the initiative to hold Nangong Yu’s hand, and she whispered, “Nangong Yu, 

thank you!” 

Nangong Yu scratched her nose tip and smiled softly, “Silly girl, didn’t I say it? Don’t say thank you to 

me, and you aren’t allowed to say thank you! Rather than say thank you, why not repay me with 

something practical?” 

With that said, he hugged her waist and was about to kiss her. 

Hexi flushed, pushed him away, and glanced at Wu Yu aside in embarrassment and shame. 

This man is really becoming more and more shameless regardless of the occasion. Didn’t he see another 

person standing here? 

Nangong Yu glanced at Wu Yu and immediately said with a solemn face, “You have already finished 

reporting, why are you still standing here?” 

If it was Nangong Yu’s other confidants standing at this time, they would step down in fear seeing that 

their master was angry. 

But Wu Yu who lacked 2 things were different. To be precise, as long as Wu Yu encountered anything 

related to eating, he immediately becomes ignorant and fearless. 

He approached Hexi diligently, “Princess, I heard that you made another cheesecake a few days ago. It 

tastes sweeter than honey. I have been in Miluo Continent for so many years, and I haven’t even heard 

of this kind of thing. Can princess let me taste it?” 

Nangong Yu’s face turned gloomy immediately, trying to suppress himself from kicking this shameless 

subordinate out. 

Hexi was dumbfounded, but she still gave him a piece of cheesecake. 

Wu Yu took a bite of the cheesecake, almost crying. 

It’s so delicious, and the taste is so unique. It’s such a blessing to stay with princess. 

Hexi looked up and down at this insensitive guy a few times, and she suddenly said in surprise, “Wu Yu, 

are you going to break through soon?” 

That’s right, Wu Yu’s cultivation had reached the peak of the Gold Core Stage a long time ago, and now 

there were faint signs of breaking through. 



What surprises Hexi was that Qing Long and Xuan Wu were both at the peak of the Gold Core Stage, and 

they all seemed to work very hard. Why did Qing Long and Xuan Wu fail to break through? Wu Yu, a guy 

who only had food in his mind, It actually broke through! 

Wu Yu swallowed the cake and burped happily before he smiled at Hexi, “Reporting to princess, 

subordinate also doesn’t understand why I can break through so quickly. After I stole many of the 

delicacies left by the princess from master, then I kept thinking about the taste of food and the rich 

spiritual power in it.” 

TL: Does it mean his desire makes him break through faster? 

Chapter 894: Lose Every Time 

It was fine if Wu Yu didn’t mention this. When he spoke about it, Nangong Yu’s face became even more 

unsightly. 

Thinking that this guy actually stole ? of the food that Hexi made specially for him, he couldn’t wait to 

beat Wu Yu up violently. 

Hexi was also astounded. Someone actually breaks through by eating!? This guy really deserves to be a 

gluttonous beast, Tao Tie? 

However, Wu Yu could break through the Nascent Soul stage, which meant that the strength of 

Nangong Yu’s confidants had improved by another level. 

She smiled and took out 2 bottles of medicinal pills and said, “This is the fourth grade meridians 

cleansing pill and the fourth grade spirit healing pill. You’re just on the verge of breaking through. After 

taking the medicine, digest it well, and you should be able to reach the Nascent Soul stage. “ 

“But...” Hexi paused, “Your situation is not suitable for meditation and digestion. It is best to realize it in 

battle. There are many secret realms in Sealed Dragon Domain, especially the Dessert Domain has ranks 

6 and 7 magical. You take the medicinal pills, then go to the Dessert Domain to fight the magical beast 

and look for opportunities to break through!” 

Wu Yu took the medicinal pills in surprise. As he was about to thank, Nangong Yu said gloomily, “Why 

look for a magical beast, I will accompany you to fight! I will fight until you break through!” 

Wu Yu met his master’s cold and smiling eyes, and he suddenly screamed, “Don’t–! Princess helps!” 

Hexi turned and left with a smile as if she hadn’t heard Wu Yu’s scream. 

Hmph, who ask him to steal the food I prepare for Nangong Yu; just let Nangong Yu teach him a good 

lesson. 

Hexi walked out of the room and came to the most beautiful lake in the Water Moon Domain. 

There was crisp laughter from the lake and Little Egg’s commanding voice, “Little Cow, why are you so 

stupid? I asked you to swing over from the other side of the lake with Aunty Little Purple, but you fall 

into the lake every time. You are really stupid!” 



Little Golden Dragon laughed proudly, “Little Egg, Xiao Chi and I won again this time. In a while, Xiao Chi 

and I will first choose the food made by boss!” 

Little Egg stomped his feet angrily. When Little Dumb Cow climbed up from the bottom of the lake, he 

immediately shouted, “Look, it’s because of you that we lose every time. If I can’t eat beef steak tonight, 

it’s your fault! Stupid cow!” 

Little Dumb Cow tilted his head, revealed a silly smile, and said, “Little Egg, don’t be angry.” 

“Hmph!” Little Egg turned around angrily, showing his ass, then he said to Little Golden Dragon with 

hands on his hips, “Let’s compete with something other than swinging!” 

Little Golden Dragon hovered in the air and laughed, “Let’s compete with something else then, do you 

think Xiao Chi and I will be afraid of you? Xiao Chi, am I right?” 

Xiao Chi let out a whining sound, then he yelled with a big smile, “Not afraid!” 

“Hahaha, have you seen it!” Little Golden Dragon landed on Xiao Chi’s head, twisting his body proudly, 

“Little Egg, tell me what you want to compete, our Golden Chi combination will convince you of losing.” 

As Little Egg was about to talk, he suddenly saw Hexi on the side and threw himself over excitedly, not 

forgetting to complain, “Mom, Little Golden Dragon bullies me!” 

Hexi tapped his little head and said helplessly, “I clearly heard that you lost to Little Golden Dragon and 

Xiao Chi in a fair game. If you lose, you win back. What is there to complain?” 

Little Egg immediately twisted his body and said with a flattened mouth, “Mom, I was wrong! Next time 

I will definitely beat them.” 

TL: Little Dumb Cow can finally talk properly? But he clearly still has the dumbness with him. 

Chapter 895: Go Together 

Little Golden Dragon immediately answered without thinking, “Boss, do you really have to ask? We are 

your spiritual pet, of course we will go wherever you go!” 

Little Egg also hugged Hexi’s neck and said nervously, “Mom, Little Egg must be by mom’s side. You can’t 

leave Little Egg here!” 

Little Dumb Cow shook his head and said 1 word, “Go!” 

Even Xiao Chi seemed to think that everyone was talking about something interesting, and he smiled 

and said, “Go!” 

Purple Abyss Vine even wrapped Hexi’s hand, gently stroking her wrist to express her strong will to 

definitely follow. 

A faint smile appeared on Hexi’s face. A crisp girl voice came from the side when she was about to 

speak. 



“Miss, I want to go too, I want to go too!” The nine-tailed silver fox transformed into a human form 

lunged into Hexi’s arms, hugging her waist and shouting, “Miss, this time, you absolutely must not leave 

Xiao Li behind!” 

Hexi patted the little girl’s head, feeling her stable realm and beastkin power at this time, then she 

smiled, “Let go of me first...” 

“I’m not letting go!” Xiao Li shook her head quickly, and she was hugging Hexi more tightly. “Miss, you 

promise Xiao Li first; please bring Xiao Li with you! Xiao Li won’t drag Miss down, and Xiao Li doesn’t 

want to be separated from Miss for so long!” 

Hexi smiled and said, “Okay, I promise you to take each of you there. But promise me first, there may be 

dangers on the road, so you all must hide in the void...” 

Little Golden Dragon immediately shook his paw and retorted, “We boss’ battle spiritual pets, how can 

we hide in the void. Of course, we are going to fight with boss! But like Little Egg who cries when 

encountering a monster, you better stay in the void!” 

When Little Egg heard it, he was annoyed, “Who says Little Egg will cry! Mom, Little Egg will fight too; 

Little Egg is also a man!” 

Hexi was dumbfounded. As he was about to comfort the little guy, she saw Qing Luan walking toward 

her. 

“What’s wrong? Did anything happen?” 

Qing Luan’s complexion wasn’t so unsightly, but it looked extremely weird. 

Hearing Hexi’s question, she pursed her mouth and said, “Miss, I have received the news that the Zhu 

Family was wiped out overnight.” 

“Zhu Family? That fat man Zhu Zhongba?” Hexi raised her eyebrows, “Who did it?” 

“It is said that it is Nalan Feixue!” 

This time Hexi was even more shocked, “Nalan Feixue? How did she do it?” 

Qing Luan shook her head and said, “I don’t know, and there is another thing. The family who bought 

Nalan Zhengze was also killed. Nalan Zhengze’s whereabouts are unknown.” 

Even Nalan Zhengze is missing? Was he rescued by Nalan Feixue? Or did the mysterious person behind 

the scenes of the Nalan Family appear? 

Hexi just thought about it for a moment, then she put this matter aside. 

Now that Nalan Family had nothing to do with her, she had revenged those who deserved it and she had 

taken back everything that should be taken back. 

She no longer cared about the life and death of Nalan Feixue and Nalan Zhengze. 

“Don’t worry about Nalan Feixue’s affairs anymore. As long as she doesn’t come to provoke me, what 

she does has nothing to do with me.” 



Qing Luan bowed and said, “Yes, miss.” 

TL: But will their fate cross again in the future? 

Chapter 896: Before Leaving 

It wasn’t until Hexi felt spooky being stared by her that she said nervously, “Miss, I have heard from Wu 

Yu that Miss may be going to the Tian Gang Kingdom to find Divine Soul Jade. Please bring me too!” 

Before Hexi had time to answer, she continued to show her loyalty, “Miss, you are surrounded by rude 

men or children who don’t understand anything, how can you not have a maid to take care of you? 

Please bring me along, I will take good care of Miss and will not cause trouble to Miss!” 

Hexi smiled and pressed her forehead. She secretly thought that when Qing Luan first appeared, she was 

obviously a cold character. She only spoke to her in a matter-of-fact tone. It had just been a few months, 

she became talkative like Wu Yu. 

She smiled and said, “Okay, I got it; I will bring you along!” 

After Qing Luan got Hexi’s affirmation, she immediately went back happily to show off to Wu Yu. 

She had just learned that Wu Yu needed to consolidate his current realm to advance to the Nascent Soul 

stage, so he was forced to stay by master. 

Master was only going to take Qing Long and Bai Hu out. Wu Xing, Xuan Wu and others would stay in 

Yanjing City. After all, Yanjing City had just taken over the forces of the Feng Family, and it would take 

time to stabilize. 

Qing Luan now completely admired Hexi. She also knew that she would be her mistress in the future, so 

she made up her mind to follow Hexi. She skipped Nangong Yu and directly begged Hexi to bring her 

along. 

Fortunately, princess is nice to talk to. She immediately agreed to it. Qing Luan thought with joy. Master 

is a wife slave anyway. As long as princess agrees, he will definitely not stop me anymore. 

=== 

In the next 10 days, Hexi began to make formal preparations before leaving. 

Apart from everything else, she had to refine the medicinal pills that Shengde Hall needed during the 

time she was away. 

Although this time they went to Tian Gang Kingdom, the medicinal pills from Qingxia Sect could be 

directly supplied there, but the Qingxia Sect would know that the medicinal pills were made by Hexi 

herself. 

Those who are talented will bring misfortune onto themselves. Now, she was eye-catching enough. If 

people know that all the medicinal pills sold by Shengde Hall were made by her alone... the 

consequences were hard to imagine. 

In addition to the medicinal pills supplied to Shengde Hall and Qingxia Sect, she had also prepared many 

new poisons, all-purpose antidote, and some supportive medicinal pills for emergencies. 



She also transplanted various rare spirit plants from the Sealed Dragon Domain into the void. Some 

spirit plants, such as [Thousands Leaves Borage], could break all illusions after taking nectar. This was 

extremely useful when encountering danger outside. 

In addition, Hexi took some of the magic weapons in Sealed Dragon Domain at will, but what she took 

out was only one ten thousandth of the collection in it. Now that she was going out, she naturally had to 

choose the suitable ones for herself and the people accompanying her. 

When Qing Long, Bai Hu and Qing Luan saw Hexi brought the flying sword magic weapons to them, their 

eyes almost popped out. 

That’s the eighth grade Zhengyang Sword, right? It can sell tens of millions or even hundreds of millions 

of crystals on the market, but princess just throws it around the corner like trash. 

That is the legendary weapon, Sui Blade right? It was thrown together with a piece of rag. 

TL: And those are not the most precious ones... 

Chapter 897: Long Live Princess 

Bai Hu kept taking deep breaths, feeling that his worldview needed to be reshaped and IQ needed to be 

rewritten. 

On the surface, Qing Long was calm, but he had already lost his mind. 

They used to think that their master was prodigal. He could simply gift treasure of tens of millions of 

crystals to Little Egg for fun. 

But now, seeing their princess, Qing Long and Bai Hu weren’t so surprised anymore. 

That’s right! They were really destined to be together! Compared with princess’ way of squandering, 

their master was nothing at all. 

Qing Luan was the calmest person. She was now in a state of worshiping Hexi unconditionally, so she 

happily chose the Moyang Dual Sword as Hexi asked her to pick. 

Just when the 3 of them came out from the treasure vault in the Water Moon Domain with the magic 

weapons they chose, they met Wu Yu’s eyes full of grievance. 

Before everyone could react, Wu Yu threw himself in front of Hexi and cried, “Wang Hao, how can you 

be biased. You gave them items, but not me. I’m clearly the most loyal to you.” 

Hexi was helpless, “If you want magic weapons, go and pick them yourself. You can pick a few of them 

as you like.” 

Wu Yu immediately shook his head decisively, “No, I don’t want magic weapons; I just want to be 

princess’ side.” 

Only by following the princess can there be good food to eat! 

Bai Hu laughed and said, “Wu Yu, you are about to break through to the Nascent Soul stage. In case you 

break through on the road, you will not be able to move for at least half a month, and you need 



someone to protect you. Do you want master and princess to guard you by your side? You should stay 

here obediently and stop insisting!” 

Wu Yu suddenly wanted to cry without tears. I would rather choose not to break through than following 

princess to eat something delicious! 

Hexi sighed helplessly. She threw out a storage bag and said, “The food in this bag is enough for you to 

eat for several months! Get lost now!” 

She couldn’t help it, so she gave Little Egg’s reserved food to this annoying guy. 

I hope Little Egg will not find out when he returns to the void later, otherwise I will be annoyed to death 

by him. 

Wu Yu took a look at the storage bag, and his Divine Sense felt the smell of food inside. He sucked his 

saliva and immediately became delightful, “Long live princess! I will definitely stay here to watch the 

place for princess! Have a safe trip, princess!” 

Qing Long and Bai Hu: ...Wu Yu, do you still remember who your master is? 

Hexi: ??~ watch the place? Isn’t that a dog? 

=== 

Hexi gave them magic weapons, but she herself did not find anything more suitable for her than Li Shui 

Sword. 

Li Shui Sword was enchanted with water and fire attributes, and the spiritual root she now showed in 

front of people was also a water and fire dual spiritual root, so Li Shui Sword was the most suitable 

weapon for her. 

Of course, there were many magic weapons in Sealed Dragon Domain’s secret library, so she didn’t mind 

throwing a few more into the void in case she needed them. 

But after closing the vault, Hexi couldn’t help but come to the control room of Sealed Dragon Domain’s 

Secret Territory. 

Hmmm, can’t she use 2 different weapons of water and fire attributes??? 

Chapter 898: Hope He Will Like It 

Little Golden Dragon also shook his, “The enchantment set by the former owner can only be entered 

with a least the strength of the Gold Core Stage. But boss, you are now at the peak of the Meridians 

Stage. I believe you will soon be able to advance to the Gold Core Stage. When you get the Sealed 

Dragon Sword, let’s see how will those Feng Family bastards die, hehehe...” 

Hexi lowered her eyes slightly and did not respond to Little Golden Dragon’s words, but she murmured 

to herself, “I’m not the one who uses it...” 

“Boss, what did you just say? Why not use it?” 

Hexi shook her head and said, “It’s nothing.” 



She just wanted to replace the fake copy in someone’s hand with a real one. 

Thinking of so many things that man did for himself, whether it was breaking into the Breaking Spirit 

Mountain in spite of the danger of tearing the space or now he did not hesitate to abandon the matters 

of the King of Hell Mansion and agreed to accompany her to the Tian Gang Kingdom. 

What Nangong Yu did for her, she didn’t say anything, but she kept them in her heart and soul. 

She would never forget his kindness, his preciousness and rareness, so she wanted to give something 

back even more. 

Now that Nangong Yu was in the Soul Splitting stage, Miluo Continent had almost no suitable weapons 

for him to exert his true strength. It would be great if she could get the real Sealed Dragon Sword for 

him. 

In Little Golden Dragon’s suspicious gaze, Hexi blushed slightly and glanced at the hanging Sealed 

Dragon Sword and left the control room. 

One day, I will give Sealed Dragon Sword to Nangong Yu. 

I hope he will like it. 

=== 

After half a month, Hexi was ready to go to Tian Gang Kingdom. 

The tool used for this trip was a simple-looking flying boat named [Star Ocean]. 

The outer appearance of this flying boat was dark blue. Its size could be change while flying to a 

minimum size of a flying sword. It could fly unnoticed in the air. 

The most amazing thing was that it could also transform into various other forms of transportation 

when passing through magical beast forests and other places that were not suitable for flying, such as a 

carriage. This was really essential for home travel. 

Moreover, although the appearance of Star Ocean was unremarkable and even looked a little shabby, 

the interior decoration was extremely comfortable and luxurious. Although there was only one room, it 

had a large area and a complete set of furniture. There was even a king sized bed. 

[Star Ocean]’s only disadvantage was that its flight speed was too slow, and the crystal stone energy 

consumption was extremely huge because most of the energy provided by the crystal stone was used on 

the shape and size changing. 

But as far as Nangong Yu was concerned, he didn’t care about these crystal stones at all, nor was he in a 

hurry to reach the Tian Gang Kingdom. The idea of ??being able to spend a long time alone in the same 

room with Xi’er on a slow journey or even sleep in the same bed, made Nangong Yu full of expectations 

for the future journey. 

This was also the reason why he gave up the extremely fast God Speed Boat and chose Star Ocean Boat. 

However, things obviously wouldn’t happen at one’s wish. 



On the day of the trip, when Nangong Yu saw the large group of people next to Hexi, his face was 

gloomy like a black hole. 

Nevermind those few spiritual pet guys, why are even Ouyang Haoxuan, Gu Liufeng and Shen 

Qingchuo— 

All! Follow! Along! 

TL: If Nangong Yu gets the Sealed Dragon Sword from her, he would think Hexi finally decided to marry 

him ??. Of course the more the merrier on a trip... 

Chapter 899: Eyesores 

Do these little bastards really think that this time out is an outing? 

Meeting Nangong Yu’s faint gaze, Hexi was also a little guilty. 

Even she did not expect that when she was going out today, Gu Liufeng, Shen Qingchuo and Ouyang 

Haoxuan actually came to her. 

The reason Gu Liufeng wanted to follow was very good. “Tian Gang Kingdom is one of the largest 

suppliers of medicinal pills in Shengde Hall. I think, as the manager and person in charge of all the 

businesses under Xi Yue, I’m qualified to apply to visit the Tian Gang Kingdom to draft our development 

plan.” 

Shen Qingchuo grabbed Hexi’s hand familiarly and chattered, “Brother Xi Yue, uh... no, Sister Yue, how 

can you go to the Tian Gang Kingdom without taking me? I know the Tian Gang Kingdom best. Whatever 

you are looking for, as long as I inform Qingxia Sect, wouldn’t it ease up the search? Besides, I have been 

away from Qingxia Sect for so long, and I start to miss home and grandpa. Sister Yue, can you take me 

with you?” 

Ouyang Haoxuan didn’t come to request to go along. He just wanted to take a free ride to the 

Thousands Years Flame Cave next to the Tian Gang Kingdom to train in it. 

Hexi couldn’t help but frown after hearing Ouyang Haoxuan’s words, “Tian Gang Kingdom is not far from 

Cang Ming Kingdom, and there are often people going to train in the Thousands Years Flame Cave. If you 

meet someone of the Feng Family...” 

Ouyang Haoxuan turned his hand, took out a human skin mask, and smiled, “Isn’t there still the mask 

you gave me, Xi Yue?” 

Hexi was startled, then she heard Ouyang Haoxuan saying again, “I want to avenge Feng Yunjing, so I 

must let my cultivation reach the Nascent Soul stage. Xi Yue. You also know that my body condition is 

special now. Except for the Thousands Years Flame Cave, I can’t find a place to improve my cultivation. 

So, please allow me.” 

Since Ouyang Haoxuan had already said this, Hexi of course wouldn’t say anything to reject him. She just 

gave him a lot of life-saving medicinal pills and magic weapons. 

So, just like that, on the day of Hexi’s departure, in addition to bringing 6 little ones, 3 more eyesores 

were added. 



Although Nangong Yu was depressed, they were already here. He couldn’t really kick them out of the 

flying boat right? Isn’t that telling Hexi that I’m jealous and narrow-minded? 

Therefore, the great His Royal Highness King of Hell could only gloomily swallow his grievances. 

Looking at the crowded people in the cabin and the noisy laughter, His Royal Highness King of Hell 

silently complained. If he knew this was, he might as well use the God Speed Boat! 

Star Ocean Boat slowly flew up into the sky. Hexi walked to the side of the boat and looked at Yanjing 

City and Jin Ling Kingdom from a distance. In her eyes, they became smaller and smaller, farther and 

farther as if they would disappear at any time. 

Star Ocean was surrounded by a protective cover that could prevent the turbulence caused by the 

airflow in flight, also shield the wind and rain, and adjust the temperature. 

Hexi stretched her hand out of the protective cover, and his fingertips felt the icy cold in the air and the 

gust of wind passing through his fingertips. A faint smile appeared at her mouth. 

Suddenly, her body was embraced in a warm and broad embrace, and the familiar breath made her feel 

relieved. 

Hexi raised her head and met Nangong Yu’s tender eyes and happy smile. 

Nangong Yu scratched the tip of her nose and said, “What are you thinking about here alone? Be careful 

not to fall out of the flying boat protective shield.” 

The height of the flying boat was much higher than the height of the martial artists’ flying sword, so the 

natural wind outside was bigger, and the air was thinner and colder. 

Isn’t it a well-known fact that he is jealous and narrow-minded? 

Chapter 900: Tian Gang Kingdom, Yongan City 

Hexi grabbed his warm and wide palm, gently rubbed the thin rough skin in his palm, and said in a low 

voice, “I’m thinking about many things. I’m thinking about our first encounter when I first came to this 

world; thinking about my past experiences in the Jing Ling Kingdom... this is my first time leaving the Jin 

Ling Kingdom.” 

“Are you reluctant?” The low male voice was soft and tolerant. 

Hexi shook her head and smiled lightly, “The people I care about are all by my side, and everything I 

cherish has not been lost. My future lies in the wider world. The little Jin Ling Kingdom can’t trap me 

forever. So, I’m not reluctant!” 

“En.” 

Hexi turned sideways slightly, looked up at the man’s handsome facial features and affectionate eyes. 

She said in a low voice, “I just wish that such happiness and peaceful years will never leave me. “ 

“Silly girl! Of course. Because I will always guard you and everything you cherish.” 

“Me too.” 



Nangong Yu lowered his head and gently kissed the girl’s soft lips. 

The outside of flying boat was cold and windy, but inside the flying boat was warm like spring, stable 

and happy. 

The Star Ocean Boat was flying toward the distant Tian Gang Kingdom and also the distant turbulent 

future. 

=== 

After 3 days of flying, Hexi and others finally arrived at Yongan City in the Tian Gang Kingdom. 

The Tian Gang Kingdom was the largest country in Miluo Continent second only to Cang Ming Kingdom. 

Therefore, although this Yongan City was only a small and remote city, its scale and prosperity were far 

better than the capital city of Jin Ling Kingdom, Yanjing. 

The Star Ocean Boat landed in the suburbs not far from Yongan City. Hexi and the others said goodbye 

to Ouyang Haoxuan who was heading to the Thousands Years Flame Cave, then they entered Yongan 

City on foot. They were quickly attracted by the bustling scene. 

The streets of the town were intertwined. There were shops on both sides of the street. Pedestrians on 

the road were like a river, but the whole street looked very clean and tidy. 

Listening to the calls of various vendors and stores, even Hexi became interested. 

The place where she stayed the most after coming to ancient times was Yanjing City, and the decoration 

styles of some stores in Yongan City were slightly different from those of Yanjing City. 

Many of the things sold on both sides of the street have not been seen in Yanjing City. 

The little ones were the most happiest. They each transformed into cute little spiritual beasts and lie on 

Xiao Chi excitedly, chattering nonstop. 

When they saw anything they liked, they would just grab it. Especially Little Egg, he kept stuffing foods 

into his mouth, then his greasy hands would grab the beautiful jewelry. 

This gave trouble to Gu Liufeng and Bai Hu who were following these little ones all the way. They had to 

clean up the mess the little ons caused. 

Nangong Yu naturally stayed beside Hexi all the way. 

He himself didn’t like such a crowded place, but as long as Hexi liked, he was willing to accompany her. 

When there was a crowded crowd, he also used spiritual power to separate the crowd from time to 

time, so as not to bump into Hexi. 

However, the only thing that made Nangong Yu upset was that he tried to hold Hexi’s hand or hold her 

in his arms several times, but Hexi relentlessly refused. 

Every time Nangong Yu stretched out his hand, Hexi glared at him. 

Don’t be kidding, I’m now dressed in man’s clothing. How can 2 men cuddle on the street? 



 


